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ABSTRACT
A model for a new type of urban community college is

described. It consists of a cluster of five community colleges
scattered around the perimeter of a central business district of a
large city. Each college concentrates on one of the following
specializations: business, creative and performing arts, engineering
and industry, ,health, and public and human service. The model is
predicated on several assumptions about urban conditions, the stt.dent
body, and academic matters. The career education concept is
fundamental to the model, which will require a general education unit
to serve the career programs. Potential problems exist in, for
example, the fact that it will not be as easy to shift
specializations, which will necessitate an early career decision by
the student. The model's strengths include the following: (1) the
separation between academic and occupational programs would be
minimized; (2) remedial or developmental programs will relate
directly to career programs; (3) the clearly defined basis for each
unit's existence makes autonomous operation possible and encourages
economical operation; (4) the specialized units promote development
of curriculum cores; and (5) the location of the college promotes
integration. Reactions of educators to the model are attached.
(KM)
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'I) y!,t4\: trIly

.;t

vhI -rowth in the 19(0's of multi-unit urban

s t:ith litHe me to guide it than the

of HT singl-unit, small town :In(1 su)urbn

With thc wiodom of hindsight it nay

be th:!. CT un in th., big city co=unty college complexes

now vlew witn rret our inability La (CctZO into our crystal balls

71:1 a :,,:)rc :.)propriate model than Chat which has resulted

in CI.: p.,.;:tcrn that currently charoxterize our big city

Amid all the variations in patterns there arc a fow

One o thr,.se lC I-hat urbao

areas somehow to autonitically require multi-unit structures.

vcn yhre thi ctcrnal vcrity did not davelop logically from thc

c7'2ncpt of geraphicallv (litrihuted neighhorho

high schools, it s2med to ba acc..,.!)Lc r. and instituted axiomaticlly

as a rsponse Lc grater concontr.ins of peolde. Quo additionl

5inglu-ni.L districts, ac the assu-iption

that tha ef:ecticcnes of the multi-unit system varied directly with

1the of au!_onor:ly of each coonent unit. 1That thc specific

missicn o each unit w:is other than simply Scrvicing r.s.ore studnnt

1. C. l'sichr(lson, Jr., "Covrning the !-1lti -Unit
(L)11. :;.orin'i, 1973, p.
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close to their homes, and how it would fit into the total complex

serving the district, was commonly an afterthought left to chance,

imitation of previous units, the drive of local administrators, or

the variable pressures al agencies and groups from an ill-defined

service area. A=3 a result the typical program mix in any one unit

tended toward it comprehensive approach with a wide range of "some-

thing for evervody".

in retrospect, then, it would appear that the concepts

on which the inalti-unit urban community college systems, were built

included:

(1) A complex of several colleges or campuses.

(2) Maximum autonomy for individual units.

(3) Comprehensive educational offerings in each unit.

This was the multi-college concept which its defenders saw as foster-

ing democratic and decentralized decision-making and simplified

communications. Viewed from a citywide or system-wide basis, however,

it often encouraged duplication of effort, uneconomIc small programs,

confusion as La responsibility, and wasteful competition between units.

Recognition of alternative models has been slow and

late - probably too late to affect much of the existing structure.

Only this year the concept of autonomous colleges, with uneconomic

duplications and little concern for common goals oif the system, was

challenged by a well known community college administrator and writer

who supports a highly centralized "flagship campus" which stresses a

2. "Decision Making in the Multi-Unit College," Junior College

Research Review; January, 1972
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single institution offeing servies in satellite mulL:i-eampus

locations. ln his model all planning - fiscal, program, and

facilities - is centralised along with the lanagemsnt information

syste and pesonnel a,..inistration. The carApus units administer

only Lne i.nstretional program, tho nature and parameters of which

3
presu bly woul' be left to centralized planning.

?mother alternative, conceivably a workable compromise

boti:;:n the e.,res of rJulti-collnge and muti-campus, stresses clear

definition of specialisod but complementary missions for a limited

numH.:T of units. The Carnegie Connission on Higher Education in 1970

made a gesture in this direction and opened the door a small crac%.

"These goals (of community college students) are best achieved
in the comprehensive comunity college.

This doc::; not mean, however, that every community college should
conform to a sinelo pattern. In large urban centers there may
be a case for so:7.e degree of specialization. One institution,
for exaple, might develop a particularly strong curriculum in
the allid health professions....4

Let us push the door wide open and unequivocally

postulate a model composed entirely of specialized units.

3. Richard C. Richardson, Jr. , "Governing the Multi-Unit
Community Coflcge EducaLiona1 Record, Spring, 1973, pp. 114-1

4. Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. The Open Door
Colleges. Now Yor: !e(raw Hill, 1970, p. 16.



H cr.). el.7 ol five C0:1:1*.Inity Colleges

017 a centr:11 I3usines.3 district of

cduc.Jt..ionn.1 par. :!aoh collegc

t'ollowin,:j fields specialization:

P.uf;ins

nrativ and Porformirnj .rts

Encjinering ani Industrial

Pcalh

Public an Human Service

Tis '10-o3. To ;five it fleuh requires first that

assup!,ions in thn hLI. identified.

A rapid, public transIlortation system,

E;u7lc7Aonted el:presuyays, connots the r-si:lential areas of

complcx W. 12:1 te central business district and provides

ove:ling.5

A large pc:Tulation base of younq and older adults

pria3 a pot.:!ntial of thl7ec thousand to tcn thousand student

5. On-_, effecti%-,.-nc:ss public
is to which it used by the

Aecol .:Hi; In a ic 1nanL of the late Gc2orge
O ! Aut:-.:-.)rjty, the

in Y:H.caio
inLo .Loop. This

ficjurL wa3 only slightl,./ affect_c:i bv the de':olcpment and expansion
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headcount I.17 unit assumed as optimal for a sizeable range of

progr,7- is, economy of operation, manageable size of facility, and'

Lho::;0 110L 0Siil public transportation.

T! distributien or interests within the lar,go

yftential s'.udent population is such that each of the five

wc:uld attract a largo enough proportion of the

[ :Oa.l to w.l,rant ito existence as a self-contained, semi-autonomous

coll
6eo.

The adequacy of the potential student body is only

one facet of the aosution that the five fields of specialization

o.` or a fen.siblc and logical division of labor on which to base

the mission of each college and the organizational structure of

the system. First it must be recognized that the labels for the

five fields are frankly career-oriented and are based on fairly

w211 accepted community college categories that have emerged from

th devolop:Aent of comunity college occupational programs. These

G. In order to ,.Th::=mt the fcasibj.lity of the population
baJe, in th-. sprinc;- of 1972 the Cit Collc:7,,s of Chicago ITLI,I.cci its
transfer an' catrics and cLassified its 16,500 full -

tie students into the five clusters. Preliminary results indicate
thAL all ca::..(:-;orics, the 17,0:--,sin..D exeption of Creative and
Performing 7\1:L, which 067 students, would readily fall
within the 3,000 to 10,000 hea:::count. range. The feasibility of the
allocation would certain if the 32,000 part-time students

added to ru,),1-tje stl.,Thnts.

7. Sa'-.2 bicf ci)m..nunity collegs, '2,--x:ver and Tulsa, for
on each c,Inpun

in' , CiC):1(":i " ....Ling four or
fiv of the T_,Ddel. Co:..civlbly each division
could be expanded to a full ca',:ipus if conditions werrant it.



increa:' reco:jniLion to growin(j national eviphasis

on earcor aroness, prc!pl ation for careers, an -1 continuing

eThcation np0,aLing and retraining of adult

o:lergin priority ;1' community

Thre is the farther assumption that these five

lei s provide an easy briaqc: to tra(litional academia.

th represent the applied aspects of

found in post-secondary

edaLion. Thus th following relationships appear reasonable:

rC2, 17-( 0- Acid:'. ": c t)vision Label

13usines Business

Creative anc:i Perforing Arts Applied and Theoretical
liumanitie:,; and Communications

l',ngineerin,:i and lnustrial Applied ani Theoretical Mathe-
matics and Natural Sciences

Applied and Theoretical Life
Sciences

Public and Human S Applied and Theoretical
Pehavioral Sciences.

This happy conclruenc is as:7;uz1,2d to make for both educational unity

and prograln flexibility through a potentially successful marriage of

the theoreical and tIKI applied aspects of human knowledge. In

counity parlmce the acac:emic and the occupational faculty,

3. An-11:,'sis !: A. Glennv, Dircc't(-)r, Center for
Re:;earch and Devolont in Hilh,-.2r Education, University of

zt7. !_973 Con=nton of thr:. iVIerican
Cellces, 1:n.Thci:ri, California,

Pol;:ruary 26, 1973.



students, and programs would be brought together within the para-

meters of a reasonably cohesive field of specialization. Flexibility

would Lc enAneed in that all the common varieties of community

college proerams full-time, part-time, credit, non-credit, remedial,

day, evening - would he available at each college. Baccalaureate-

oriented, occupational, continuing education, and community service

programs the full range of offerings - would be provided in each of

the colleges, or related satellites, within the framework of the

specialized field which identified the mission of the particular

college. In theory a student, once he had opted for a specialized

field, could move with minimum "red tape" from longer programs to

shorter ones, from college-bound to immediate employment, from job

entry preparation to upgrading or updating.

The career education concept, which is fundamental

in the proposed model, assumes that general education for personal

adequacy and civic competence is as integral a part of education as

is specialized job skill development. Therefore, a general education

unit, honestly accepting a service relationship to career oriented

programs, is essential in each college to provide the breadth of

exposure beyond the confines of the specialized field identifying

the institutional mission.

Finally there is implicit in the proposed model the

assumption that the urban community college, with its obligation of

mass community post-secondary and adult education, can profit from



some of tho s,e principles of specialiation and division of labor

as : pin f,I,.tur", pro,:iding wo stop soft OC an output of

Y: ) intorncable parts of society. Th,-

pro! -i.;Hry ccJ -o, iftor all, exp!led at a pacc rovrihlv

ccluivalent, to that of L :owth of occupatio nally-oriented programs

in colloos. One inpor.tant key to their success has boon

(.7,o1:y.7 P. Dovrty, Proident of Boll
Schw)lr:,, inc. , at: th! 29th National Conference on Higher

14, 1:2,73.
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COnCern:;

Thy erraneH,:.nt of Ii!:e sp.c,cialized community

collea,*s jos eaf;y phsically to shift from one

ric3J .tnethr in co::::)::rison to having all programs

within j:,:itation. It doca involve the necessity of

assuHng the student wishes to change

his

rTh, reouirr,s an earl,' decision by the student

(L:.J a L'.) a f:ield of intort, such as helth or business.

This is :)tntia)ly :1 serious proble-t with the modal s.ince a largo

p:reentag of cciunitv college studcnts are uncertain about career

choices. Possibly the current natinnAl emphasis on encouraging

career aareness a. early as the oli.:cntary school years will make

possible selection o at lens L a br.'0:1 area CL specialization by

the tie the student enters the college.

Greatr is required excop L probably for

a large nuber oL Placks and Latine Tho reside in the close-in older

section ,:.)17 the city. The centrally located institutions would

obviounlv not be as close to home for many, even though relatively

few of the students in our geographic:d1v-distributed institutions

actually ;al: to c,Thce.

Ther(' is less opportunity for a close working relation-

:3hip L_..teen a erfunity collcge an. a residential area surroundin it

sine !J-1.! tjvc r.c.)11:fos wuld elcarly not be located
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incst people live. Thus the rlodel colleges would probably have more

of an ironal chlret:er than i. currently true of many community

colle:;es.

Thc use of the career-oriented labels in the title

does invoe a r i o the institutions being h-anded as low status

trade .;e7.)1:1 oven ',Though they provide accredited education

for tranfer and appropriately categorized as career or co-

proossioncil e(lucaion. In thu long run a recognized institutional

record ol high qualii..y output is the only real answer to the status

question.



:.,Lronras

pvobahlo effect of the kind of specialization

would be to minimio the traditional and often

ItIon 0 1 tr:,n,tfer-oriented education with its Associate

in itftn Lnd occutionally-oriented education with its

Assel-tLe in A:: Science degree. Perhps all that is really

nee3, i is the ,:,'-lociatc D'irce in a specialty, or major, such as

Nurin. This eliiilir,LLes the transfer or

terinal connoions and places the emphasis where it should be, on

the area of specialization, without defining prematurely whether the

stun::_ goes on to a senior institution for a baccalaureate degree or

completes a shorter program within the com..
10

lunity college. Tho

specilizcd Asiate Dcuree neels to be composed of specific levels

and kinds of skill-and knoled(le organized into modules which have

utility in their own right but which also may be assembled like

10. Thy for a stuent in selecting a program not
specifically dl.;i.:ntcf, tr,:_s':orahLe is dtl!creasin:. The develop-
ment of" upper divisjcn intItutions, particularly in Florida
and Illinois, na'; cratca. tao prcaai so of an alternative system of

e6;,::atiyn which acccpts all two-year (lc...I:rocs at full valun.
in Illinois, fc: exatr,D1c, di scuaa.ions with both Governors State
Univc.rity 1n.1 f:-;,n(famon t La to rThiversity incijcte a stronu
mont to C,C.Ce:'L t'ron the community
collc'e into :irc-:.71.-m with full junior
year inn and no mare aJitftnL courac worh required than that
appr(;:)riate for a native f3t..nt..

Sv!. of Educotion
in Illinois, 1073 .)
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buiL1H; inf-o the iul As3ociaLe Degre, . If programs

are a.:ailuble Clll it and a part-time basis, coordinated

with or 1t lC;l. : .:..).1pLih)o with paiA work eNperionce, then

!i".. in the t: the stu:lent may tailor the amount,

1_A y o Lis :::dc:eialiv.ed education to his ow

:e insuros that remedial, or developmental

scly to cz,Ir oriented progras. Thus the

of re _la' W017%. i.LCO.,,!fi readily apparent to students. The

acquis*tion of Sle conication skills would be more palatable

to mincrity stuents since it would have an immediate visible

relationship to a goal - a marketable job skill - rather than literacy

skills ::ccjuire for thJ-2 sake of literacy.

General education, including communication skills,

could be subordinated to tha mission of the unit and be oriented in

each college to the particular needs of students' career choices

rather than heir tho primary emphasis per so as it has been in

Naoy truditional c,emunity college programs. Com73unications

for exaple, can be t,:,ught with a focus to improve career competency.

This ray help :7'.:ivate the acquisition of skills which carry far

boyon(j improved job competency into improved self-image and enhanced

social shills.

The uon a cohesive clroup of programs within

a field of specialization brings together faculty with many interests
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in common. In effeet the college constitutes a super-division

in terms of subject matter compatability. Faculty could obviously

better judge own peers and a better and broader base for

comparative evaluation and improved quality would be established.

The specialized nature of each college encourages

easy identity and makes the building of a reputation potentially a

sii;Ipler and more successful process. The institution is more readily

recognized and the public image is improved when the mission of the

institution is succinctly defined. The concept of comprehensiveness

has educational appeal but doesn't readily convey to the public what

the institution is all about. Witness the Jones Commercial High

School in Chicago which has built its reputation on high calibre

students for the secretarial and business fieldo, or the fashion

Institute of Technology in New York which has specialized in the

apparel industry.

The clear-cut sense of mission permits the institution

to know precisely what its responsibilities are and consequently to

better concentrate its energies in performance of its role. This

approach reduces the "something for everybody" concept of the

community college to manageable proportions since it confines efforts

of each component of the multi-unit system to a reasonably well-

defined content area. Collectively, of course, the units do provide

"something for everybody," the concept commonly known as comprehen-

siveness.
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the clearly defined basis for each unit's existence

makes autonemeus operation a reality. With well-defined roles there

is eemp,:eLeitien the un t s of the system than when

unit. L';_efor imu-jes Of one another. When all units

are eHen H en ee-. the sme kina of thing there is increased need for

a strong central edeinistration to act as referee, as, for example,

when several unie: wieh to develop a prestige program such as nursing

while i:!norin ether programs with greater manpower shortages.

The coneeot of specialized missions with well defined

proram resonsibilities provides a sound basis for budgeting - in

!'act it virtually insures a program based-budgeting approach since

the very differences emeng the colleges are in the programs rather

than in geoerephical lczet,ions.

Specialiation of function encourages economy of

operation which permit:-: the concentration of expensive facilities

such as laboratories and sophisticated equipment in one location.

7leimiee the utiet.ien of teecuing personnel as well as support.

staff such as laboratory assistents. Furthermore, since the varieties

equipment and supplies needed are within a narrower range than

would be true with a co=rehensive institution, large scale purchasing

is more feasible.

The spesielized iusLitution promotes easy development

of curriculum cores since there are enough students, for example,

specializinrj in health, to i:oke the core which all students would

tee, acadeilly ana eeonomically sound. This encourages Cora :on
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intreduct c wyk in gonoral education or in foundation

courses in the sciences or mathematics. Furthermore, the involve-

ot _ -cul in cntire currieulwa rather than in individual

courses e !tic al since there is a very largo concentration

fachl it cc ::gin lacktrounds and common objectives. Cohesive-

aonci the faculty in the development of course8

and instractiona) ttorials would seem to be a reasonable expectatibn.

The more precise definition of the mission of each

eneour-c rer effective career cht-ice by concentrating

guidance, counseling, and placement offorts on a limited portion of

ta-.) career spectrum rather than attempting to stay abreast of the

entire universe of career opportunities. It may also be that a

specialized unit can relate :,ore effectively to counterpart agencies

in tne market place. Fos?itals, nursing homes, and other health

facilitie:3, for example, can probably get more effective articulation

and better utilizatien of scarce clinical facilities by working with

single health-oriented unit than with several comprehensive ones.

Ethnic and racial integration is promoted by locating

the institutions centrally rather than distributing them among segre-

gated residential ncl l'orh:ls which overwhelmingly influence the

kind of population ml : :, or lac!: of it, which emerges.
11

11. Of seven c:-)11(eF-; co:-.:)risc the City ColleqcEl of
Clicago, only one, th k)catod toyard thc: northeastern
eci(jc of the central busincs3 district, ha3 a relatively stable

All :;iN are larctci.v fllac or Whitc.
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Much of discussion of the model cmposod of

spbci. bd pruy. tie. lt has grown out of experiences

with btructur which, after many years, is still

to !encile eulloge individuality, initiative, and

responsibiltv systell integrity and economy. The task is

only stihtly difficult than reconciling freedom and order

in tno larger society.

Yhere ar no easy answors and even the one proposed

here has real limitations. It is not even easy to generalize about

the prolc:I. ::evortheless, in summary it appears that the essence

of ciective multi-unit urban community collego operation may lie

in the relationship b twon unit autonomy and the specificity of

nis:-Jion of each unit. A pre-oetermined division of labor among

units, which collectively offer the full spectru,1 of community

college programs, appears to promise more unit individuality, loss

conpetition, and consequently loss central office decision-making.

Alternatively, without clear-cut division of labor a strong central

office role is neded with a consequent loss of unit individuality,

initiative, and even responsibility.

* * * * * * * *
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:Juno lE3, 1973

ln princjp1c, you arc expanding on a campus scale the

have going here in Tulsa. I know

iL is due to very close communication

Th* djf:ieult in specialized, scattereC

collees. cguisition in a properly dispersed downtown.perimeter

hc: a p a 1cT.1 to 2(,):u plans, like Oklahoma, where sites have to

be dwr4t,:.d; real le this is perhaps a rather unique state

think that a strength in your plan lies in the

cr( 0' t bc ca simuaaneously, as the simultancow.

op, ninil of t.d four divisions in TJC allowed interfacing and comuni-

cation to

Vow. c(Ae epi, of entrollcd autonomy is a good one. A

strany central oraniz-Ition is essential for coordination and non-

'Pehaps "coordinated individuality" is an appropriate

One area you did not emphas ize was that of community

service or special. programs. To me these flexible, (4enerally non-

credit typo c proras are imoortant on each campus, but again

centrally coordinated so that each program complements the philosophy,

and operation of each capas.

enjoyed thepaper very much and think it presents

an idea be twcon two extremes while, with operational refinement and

adapc:ation to a locality, can b..2 well worth active consideration.

Alfred tt. Phi3ips, President
Tulsa Junior College

Tulsa, Oklahoma



Juno 5, 1973

Many thanks for giving me the opportunity to look

(Yor "Unt: Tho modol i s not untried except in that

1
art the clographic location of the units. The idea of

caroer :rehLintin j among colleges in a system has been tried

but not to the "scent you mention in your article. In L.A. at one

tie there were Pierce Agricultural College, Trade Technical College,

Metropolitan Collogo of business. Pierce was transformed into a

oc-p ivo and netropolitan had to be combined with Trade

Tech. 1:ven at Trade Tech student and faculty pressure (not to

mention accreditation teams) is strong for comprehensiveness.

In your model you do not take up the problem faced in

the Pierce and Metropolitan situations. Nor do you provide for taking

care of new gyoups of careers. For example, you include Health as one?.

of the areas for differentiation. This is a relatively now area.

What happens if a new area should emerge?

Since your model depends on assumptions that cannot be

proved or disproved until some urban center adopts it, not much can

he said about the claims made under "Strengths." I doubt very much

if the "rcacdial work becomes readily apparent to students." There

is as much floundering on remedial work in technically-oriented post-

secondary institutions as in the comprehensive colleges.

You do mention one serious weakness but you do not

elaborate on it, i.e., the rigidity the system fosters by early

student cormitment. In a fluid society such as ours this requires

much more attention than is given in the article.

1
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Tile success of Jones in Chicago and Fashion Institute

in :low York does not prove that your model will moot with the same

SUCCOSS. Those are special cases. An equal number of failures

could cited the high school or postsecondary field.

The reference to the success of proprietary schools

is 11711'H.onnd. Since we know so little about them we cannot really

evalLc t*no from that experience.

I subserioed to your position on integration, but I

found that neighborhood racial patterns are difficult to overcome.

Of course; if you force students to go to a central area then

integration will take place. However, few large cities would

undertake such a project!

Despite my reservations I hope you can convince

Chicago to institute your model.

John Lombardi
Research Educationist

(formerly President of Los Angeles City College, and

Assistant Superintendent of Los Angeles Community Colleges)



June 19, 3.973

t. loo;:s good. It fits in well with my conceptions

of ef,oetive occupatio:Ial program3.

I would suggest that the complex of campuses is not

sufficient but lieds related off-car:pus canters.

It is quite important to erphasize the savings in

facilities and equipment. Our eNperienco also indicates that a

proram such as aviation uay d-Ivelo9 on one campus with high quality

an-2, rd:,quat2 quentity equip.mt. Cn the other hand, exteasion

of the program to a second campus may have to be satisfied with

inforior or "lic::ey .:(230" equipment.

In my opinion a high quality program in one location

will attract students in spite of inconveniences.

George Mehallis,
Director, Technical/Vocational Studios
Miami-Dade Junior college, North
Miami, Florida
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I don't believe it is an either/or situation

but rather a middle road where each college of a multi-unit

district is a comprehensive center for the immediate area it

services, and, in addition, may emphasize certain specializations

in order to avoid unnecessary and needless duplication. This

combination can work to the benefit of all and avoid many of

the concerns you bring out in your paper..

The Junior College District of St. Louis attempted,
with considerable success, to go down the middle, and this was

made possible by having the presidents of the three colleges also

serve as vice presidents of the district. This dual responsibility

made for strong colleges and for a fairly efficient district.

In the years to come where attention will be

given to the older students, both during the day and evening, I

believe it is essential that these adults have proximity access

to further. education. If they have to travel far they won't

participate, and society will be the loser.

I could elaborate further but I would disagree with

the fully specialized concept for it would tend to categorize and

prevent a student from changing his or her objective when such a

change would be of benefit to all concerned. It tends to reflect

the European philosophy, which, by the way, is changing rather

rapidly to the U.S. philosophy of comprehensiveness.
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This movement trend of Europe to the U.S. and the

U.S. to Europe in terms' of postsecondary education is perhaps

indicative of the need to find a middle road.

Joseph P. Cosand,
Director of the Center for the Study

of Higher Education
The University of Michigan

Former Deputy Commissioner of Higher
Education

"
Former President of the Junior College

District of St. Louis
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The model is perhaps too simplistic since multi-unit

structures develop not only for the purpose of instruction but as

a result of political subdivision.

The relationship between autonomy and the uniformity of

mission of each unit is questionable since maximum autonomy means

different things to different: people.

The cluster college specialization emphasises a large

metropolitan community rather than the immediate community around

the college. In this sense there is a basic conflict between the

concept: of community and large urban concentrations. Your model

colleges are "impersonal" which is not necessarily bad.

There is also a basic conflict between the comprehensive

community college and the specialized institution. Maybe it is

time to review the meaning of comprehensive.

Your paper is so much career oriented that the names of

these institutions really should be technical rather than community

colleges.

Leslie Koltai
Chancellor
Los Angeles Community College District

Former Chancellor
Junior College' District of Metropolitan Kansas City, Missouri
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A cluster of five specialized vocational campuses

is certainly logical and philosophically predicated to eliminate

knotty administrative, competitive, and communicative problems

experienced in multi-campus comprehensive community college

complexes. taut our concern lies with the practicality of the

proposal to serve the felt educational needs of all the people

within the geographical boundaries of the district, not on the

elimination or ease of solving problems derived from bigness

and complexity.

The proposed organization would not be functionally
.

.

probable for Metro-Phoenix. The area of Maricopa County is

expansive with more than a million inhabitants mostly clustered

in Phoenix and in adjacent smaller cities and towns. The entire

urban area is experiencing a tremendous growth rate. Then too,

no Mass transit system of any consequence exists. The automobile

is a necessity in this sprawling metro-center. If our four

comprehensive colleges and one technical college were assigned

to perform the fields of specialization suggested, the daily

transporting of the human beef would be astronomical and would

further tax our already overtaxed streets and highways. Thus

it appears that the lauded community college virtue of "proximity"

should be maintained.

A great function of the community college is to

give the poorly oriented and motivated high school graduate or

adult the opportunity to discover himself, to remedy deficiencies,



and to change career directions by changing curriculums. The

comprehensive campus facilitates this honored objective.

History says that many of our respected univer-

sities as well as the forerunner of the modern comprehensive

community college began as a single purpose institution. Your

proposition reverses this process in that it would move from

the universal or comprehensive campus "something for everyone"

to five specific career centered campuses whose functions

combined would duplicate and may hopefully facilitate the

organization and function of the multi-campus community college

complex. If this were. true, would it be logical to ask why

five single-purpose campuses, why not one huge university-type,

comprehensive campus to serve the entire area since the average

miles commuted by a student would be approximately the same?

Perhaps the greatest threat of the proposed

organization is the feeling that it would, to an extent,

eliminate local pride in "our college" or make redundant the

meaning of "community" in community college

In general, educational philosophy and practice

has long wrestled with the challenge of educating "the whole

man". When people are categorized and separated and excluded

within groupings for any rationalized base or purpose, we damage

the values derived from spontaneous democratic involvement and

communication, and thus lessen the possibility of exploration



so essential to an individual in choosing a career compatible

with his abilities, characteristics, and desires.

When we know that much of the success experienced

by college graduates in every walk of life results from a large

degree from friendships and experiences gained from spontaneous

and hctorogeneous peer associations made on campus rather than

solely from knowledge gained in the laboratories and lecture

halls, it would seem inconsistent to force our youth to have to

determine a career choice when entering college which could only

be changed by transferring to another college campus. Unless

the proposed organization cluster of vocationally career oriented

campuses can maintain and enhance all the societal values of the

comprehensive community college campus, it should never he imple-

mented because stimulating the growth and developmental potential-

of the individual to eventually serve himself, his home, his

'community and society better is the ultimate objective of our

educational system.

John F. Prince,
President

Maricopa County Community College District,
Phoenix, Arizona
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I can certainly concur with your concept of a

possible new :lodel for the urban community college development

which feature a "One District Concept" with only the decentrali-.

ration necessary to make the "Ono District" function. This new

model can actually simplify decision-making and communications,

and certainly can be morc accountable and efficient to meet the

needs of the urban area.

Your model is certainly the "heart" of our master

plan development for metropolitan Milwaukee for the 1970's to

1980. We eNpect to maintain a large downtown campus as the

comprehensive cont.er 01 our district offering most of the second

year courses of our two-year Associate Degree programs. It will

he the only campus to contain the .Health and Graphic Arts

Technologies.

The Central Comprehensive Campus will be supported

by three day Regional Centers in the South, West, and North, and

many evening centers in rented spaces. Each of the Regional

Centers will serve as supportive arms to make the central campus

more comprehensive. The South Campus.is located in a highly

industrialied area emphasizing foundries and heavy machinery.

For this reason it will offer the first year of the two year

technical and industrial programs as well as the one year and

short-term courses, needed in these program areas. The West Campus
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is also in an industrial area but with a different type of

industrial base. lt has small engine manufacturing, machine

tool, and f,-,rm equipment. lt would also offer the first year

of the two year technical and industrial programs plus one year

and short-term c0111Se based on the industrial specialties of

the area. The North Campus will specialize in agribusiness

and kisiness programs related to the economy of the area

While the One District" operation for metropoltan

Milwaukee does not follow the capsule nor the exact model which

you propose, it does have some commonalities in structure and

even more so in goals and oh-jectives.

Assuming We Would be beginning an initial metro-

polii;u) urban community college system with no deterrents brought

about by the present structure, your model makes sense. in our

situation at Milwaukee we inherited a large downtown comprehensive

center that has served the area since 1911. To it was merged some

small, inadequate suburban satellite campuses. We have arrived at

our plan for 1.940 by taking what we have and using it as advantage-

ously as possible, following many of the same roles and objectives

which you outlined. One of the strengths of our model, and as

see it, your model, is the close cooperative relationship that is

brought about through orrjanization of the central city with the

other parts of the metropolitan area. This is not only a "must"

for the community college but the community college can pave the

way for other vitally needed cooperative ventures if our urban

centers are going to survive.

William L. Ramsey
District Director
Milwaukee Area Technical College


